national, state, local standards:
North Carolina Standard Course of Study
• Bio.2.1 Analyze the interdependence of living organisms
within their environment.

Introduction
to ecology
Students will learn about ecology and
ecosystems through two activities:
identifying biotic, abiotic, and cultural
components while hiking; and simulating
how limited resources affect animal
populations.
LESSON LENGTH:
•

1 hour

GOALS:
• Students will understand ecology and
its various components.
• Students will understand what an
ecosystem is—what its components
are and how the components are
connected.
• Students will understand and identify
abiotic, biotic, and cultural aspects of
an ecosystem, and they will
understand how they interact here
(in the woods) and at home.

OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:
• Classify biotic, abiotic, and cultural
components during a hike on a trail.
• Demonstrate the influence of limiting
factors on deer populations.

STUDENT TAKEAWAYS FROM LESSON:
• Essential question / theme
o The importance of ecology
o Ecologists use the scientific method to conduct
experiments to study interactions between biotic,
abiotic, and cultural components.
• Key concepts and vocabulary
o Ecology: The scientific study of the processes
influencing the distribution and abundance of
organisms, the interactions among organisms,
and the interaction between organisms and the
transformation and flux of both energy and
matter.
o Ecosystem: the space where all living organisms
interact with each other and with their
environment
o Biotic: any living component that affects the
population of another organism, or the
environment. This includes animals that
consume the organism, and the living food that
the organism consumes. Decaying biological
matter (e.g., dead leaves, dead animals) are
somewhere between biotic and abiotic,
depending on how you define them.
o Abiotic: non-living chemical and physical
elements in the environment, which affect
individual organisms as well as ecosystems.
Examples are UV, IR and visible light, radiation,
temperature, wind, humidity, water, pH, heavy
metals, atmospheric gases, soil chemicals, and,
more generally, climate.
ASSESSMENTS:
• Formative
o Categorizing what students saw into the various
ecosystem components
o Discussion after categorizing and after the
limited resources activity
• Summative
o Creating a graph that shows the pattern of the
resources and deer population

Diversity (reaching students of all levels/abilities):
• Kinesthetic during hiking and deer population simulation
• Group discussion
• Writing down responses of students
Materials & Equipment:
• 3 colored strips of paper per student (blue, green, brown)
• Blue, green, and brown construction paper
• Pencils
• Paper
• White board
• Dry erase markers
LOCATION:
• A trail or area with various biotic, abiotic and cultural components
• Open space for deer population activity
RISK MANAGEMENT & SAFETY CONCERNS:
• Ensure that the space has the least amount possible of sharp debris, plants that could be poisonous, or
potholes in the ground. If these are unavoidable, tell students the boundaries, and place a marker as a
reminder for students to avoid whatever hazards exist.
BAD WEATHER ALTERNATIVE:
• If short on time, choose either the hike discussion or the deer population activity.
Pre-Lesson preparation:
• Cut medium strips for each color for the number of students.
• Scope out an area to hike with students and make notes of the ecosystem.
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The instructor will ask: What is ecology?
o The scientific study of the processes influencing the distribution and abundance of organisms, the
interactions among organisms, and the interactions between organisms and the transformation and
flux of both energy and matter.
There are levels of biological organization. Beginning with molecules (DNA), cells, tissue, organ system.
Then organisms (one deer), population (herd of deer), communities, ecosystem (deer, squirrels, trees),
and the biosphere (whole shebang).
Ecologists use the scientific method in trying to understand various aspects of ecology like species
distribution and abundance. Ecologists develop experimental designs to answer questions about how the
ecosystem (or parts of it) works based on observations.
Now what is an ecosystem?
o Ask students to create a working definition on their own before providing students with the actual
definition.
o The space where all living organisms interact with each other and with their environment. The
interaction can be of abiotic, biotic and cultural factors.
The instructor should ask students what is meant by abiotic, biotic, and cultural.
o Biotic: any living component that affects the population of another organism or the environment.
This includes animals that consume the organism and the living food that the organism consumes.
o Abiotic: non-living chemical and physical elements in the environment which affect individual
organisms as well as ecosystems. Examples are UV, IR and visible light, radiation, temperature,
wind, humidity, water, pH, heavy metals, atmospheric gases, soil chemicals, and, more generally,
climate.
o Cultural: Anything made by humans, including humans. Cultural factors are not always included in
an ecosystem; it depends on whether you’re interested in human influence.

Explore
• While hiking, ask students to name (in head or out loud) as many things as they can around them that fit
into biotic. Give them 2 minutes.
• Gather students together and ask students to say in the group what biotic factors they found.
o Write student responses on a white board for all students to see.
• Repeat this process for abiotic and then for cultural.
o Ensure students are correctly categorizing the components before moving on.
o Ask whether soil is biotic or abiotic (it’s both!). What about bones? Leaf litter?

Explain
• How might the types of factors and their relative abundance change at home or at school?
• Discuss how these factors might interact with each other.
• Discuss why we care about studying ecosystems.
• What do these interactions tell us? Why should we understand them? How is that important for
conservation?
o Example: Scientists artificially warming soil and look at plant growth and soil respiration (microbe
activity) to learn about how biotic factors (plants and microbes) will respond to changing abiotic
factors (climate change).
Extend/Elaborate
• Introduce the role of biotic and abiotic components to also be limiting factors within ecosystems.
o Limiting factor resources are environmental conditions that limit the growth, abundance, or
distribution of an organisms or a population of organisms in an ecosystem.
o For example, there are many factors that can change animal and plant populations
§ Availability of food, water, shelter, and space.
§ Competition for resources, predation, and disease.
• In this activity, we are going to see how water, food, and shelter availability affects the white-tailed deer
population.
o Activity from Cornell Blogs (see website in References)
• Ask for a volunteer scorekeeper.
• Divide students into two slightly uneven groups. Give each student one of each colored strip.
• Groups should clump together and face each other. One group represents the deer, and the other group
represents the limiting factors (water, food, shelter). Ask the scorekeeper to record the starting number of
deer for Round 1.
• Ask all students to hide their three colored sheets behind their back. Instruct everyone to choose one of
their colored strips without peeking. Students should hold their selected strip in front of them.
• At this point tell the deer to move to the limiting factors. Each deer will pair up with a student representing
the limiting factor that matches the one the deer is holding. The deer then brings the "matching" student
back with them.
o The deer that matches up with a limiting factor survives. Now the student who was formerly a
"limiting factor" becomes a deer as well.
o Any deer that did not match up with a limiting factor becomes a limiting factor. Any limiting factor
that did not get matched up in Round 1 remains a limiting factor.
• Before starting the next round, count the number of surviving deer, and have the scorekeeper record the
number of surviving deer in Round 1. This is also the starting number of deer for Round 2.
• Keep repeating rounds as desired and watch the pattern that develops.

Evaluate
• Ask students to graph the data to show the cyclic pattern.
o What happened to the deer during the game?
o During the game, the deer experienced some very good years and some very bad years. What
happened the following year and why?
o Cyclic patterns are extremely common in ecology. Once organisms reach their equilibrium, it’s
common to see oscillations above and below the equilibrium.
• At times, humans can seem separate from the environment and nature. However, as biotic factors,
humans can be an influence to the surrounding ecosystem. Conduct a wrap-up discussion regarding
ecology in general. The instructor can ask the following questions:
o What can we learn from ecology?
o How do humans influence ecosystems? Think on a smaller scale and on larger scales.

Reference Materials/Resources
• Deer activity: https://cpb-us-east-1juc1ugur1qwqqqo4.stackpathdns.com/blogs.cornell.edu/dist/3/1009/files/2015/05/Oh-Deer-Lab-TeacherInstructions-Project-WILD.pdf
• https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/w/white-tailed-deer/
• https://www.ncwildlife.org/portals/0/whitetaildeer.pdf
o Based on: http://www.d.umn.edu/~tbates/curricularesources/ModelLessonPlan.pdf
o Slides below from Dr. Emily Bernhard and Dr. Justin Wright, Ecology for a Crowded Planet

